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Why Have Special Educational Programs
for the Gifted and Talented?

Aun system of educating) is tiltithately tested at its margins.
It functions fairly well in educating most students in the middle or
normal range of abilities. but has a tendency to be less effectise with

!Monal groups with either high or low abilities. Beginning in the
late shines, IAN-anon policy makers in the United Stares committed
themselves to the improvement of instruction for millinnsof previ.
ously neglected students through. legiolluion aimed at the disadvan-
taged and handicapped. lans emphasis has beet' placed on imploring

(don for those who possess exceptional ability or talent. These
are the -extraordinary few" whose life work will impulse their disci.
Ones, their societies, and perhaps humankind.

The problem with iluituting special programs for the gifted and
talented in a public education system reflects democracy's perennial
dilemma over championing excellence and equality simultaneously.
If the emphasis leans too far toward excellence. there is the danger of
creating a special 1.M of elitism; if it leans too heavily towed equal-
ity. there is a loss of outstanding potential. a leveling down to medio-
crity.

There has previously been national concern with education of
gifted and talented. In 1957 the Soviet Union launched Sputnik. which
resulteil in an emphasis on improving instruction in the sciences,
mathematics, and foreign languagesall of which are curriculum__
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Who Are the Gifted and Then
and What Att They LW?
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,

The target potinfatiOn ran be def ined as the upper 1 to St of schoolage
children and youth who thaw outstanding promise in general inlet.

t)
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thinking, psychomotor ability, lersderillip, and ach t in ,the
visuil and performing am. This defir
from the historical idea of giftedness as si
high scores on an intelligence mt,

intensive studies of characteristic's have
yeah, brgineting with Tritium's MIATIUMK111111

of his findings follows.
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4. Liking forlu-ucttre and order; liking for
consistency, as iti value systems, number

ysterns..docks, calendars

Ret entiveness

Ve hal proficiency; large vocabulary;
---:-facility_in..expressioni interest in read-

ing; breadth of information in advanced

4. Inven on of awn sys-
tems, sometimes con-
flicting

5 Dislike for routine
and drill; need for '1.
early mastery of foun-
dation skills

6. Need for specialized
reading vocabulary
early; . parent resis-
tance. to reading; es-

=

pe into verbalism

Lack of early home or
school stimulation

uestioning attitude, intellectual
'

curi-
ity, intrinsic mod -

vat iontion

Power of critical thinking; skepticism,
evaluative -testing; self-criticism and
self-checking

8. Critical attitucl
toward others;
courageinent from

.

self-criticism

9. Creativeness and inventiveness; liking
foeneW ways of doing things; interest in
Creating, brainstorming, freeWheeling

10, Power `of concentration; intense alien-
lion that excludei all else.," long atten-
ion span
ersistent .. goal-directed behavior

iersitivity intuitiveness, empathy for
others: need for emotional suppat and
a sympathetie attitude

Rejection of the
known; need to in --,
vent for oneself

0. Resistance to inter-
motion

Stubbornness

12. Need for success and
recognition; °-,;"

tivity to criticism;
vulererability -to
peer-group rejection -

. Fri;stratiOn with in-
activity and ;bsence
of.progress

13. High energy, alertness, eagerness; pe-
interse iroluntify effort pre-

;
=Ceding invention



14. Independence in work and study pref-
erence for individualized work; self-,
reliance; need for freedom of movement
and action

15,,Versatility and virtuosity; diversity of
interests and abilities; many hobbies;
proficiency in art forms such as music
and drawing

14, Parent and peer
group pressures
a-nd nonconformity;
problems of rejec=
tion and rebellion

15. Lack of homogene-
ity in grotip work;
need for flexibility
and individualiza-
tion; need for help in
exploring and devel-
oping interests; need
to build basic com-
petencies in major
interests

16. friendliness and outgoingness 16. Need for peer group
relations in many
types of groups;
problems in deVel-
aping social leader-
ship

Characteristics of Creative Children

Compiled by L. Lt
from summaries by E. P. Torrance nd J. Gallagher

1. View the world with extra wonder and see magic in it.
2. Learn by experimenting, manipulating objects in many ways, and

-,using stories to exercise their imaginations at preschool age.

Are able to be conforming or nonconforming as the sittiation _

demands.

4, Try to find answers to their questions in their way. .

Have extremely long attention spans and the ability to pursue an
activity in which they are interested for extra long periods id time



6. Can tolerate disorder and ambiguity.

_7. Are able to organize themselves and ideas.

8. Tend to see familiar things and situations in unusual ways and in
greater depth.

. Often prefer to learn by creative ways rather than being told by an
authority.

10. Seem Co learn considerably from ntasy as it aids in solving their
problems of development.

11.' Display 'a positive self-image.

12. Have an attraction toward the unconventional and toward com-
plexity.

15. Seem to rely more on their own -ectiluations than on others'.

14. Come from family backgrounds characterized by a lack of over-
dependence on parents and a lack of stress on conformity by par=
entS; strut feelings are expressed in the family; both fathers and
mothers relate strongly and posi y to
mother is ambivalent in her mothering feelings; more often than
not. the most creative child is the older sibling; fathers are usually
engaged in occupations .allowing for .autonomy and inde--
pendence.

Build a reputation for having wild or silly idea's, particularly.the
frays._

16. Display humor playfulness, and relaxation in their creative prod --
ucts.

17. Wish to work alone at times.

Are high academic achieve'rs-provided they hay
score of around 120.

19. Can integrate opposing impulses such as destructiveness and con-
structiveness.

20. Select (ewer conventional occupations (c.-r
fessor) and select more unconventional
inventor. writer).

;i:dbctor, pro -
.g., adventurer.



Can We Identify the Gifted and_ ralintecl

:Identification of gifted and talented studenifs continues to be one of
the major challenges in setting up special piograms for them. How do

ind the gifted and talented students regardless of their environment
heredity. and how do we eyiluate their abilities and talents?
A shift has taken place in the past 25 years regarding the concept of

tellectual giftedness. Prior to the 1950s, instruments to measure
intelligence tended to be standardized group or individual IQ tests.
While high IQ scores generally/correlate positively with acadslnic
success in school, some researchers began question whether
existing IQ tests could measure more than a narrow range of -

intellectual functions. Their research showed' that intellectual
functioning could be manifested in many ways besides academic
school subjects or even high IQ scores. In particular, the i'Structure of

-Intellect Model" deyeloped- by J. P. -Guilford- presented a fresh
conceptualizatiorf intellectual functions. His research focused On
the quality of and kinds of thinking operations used in intellectual,
acts., He demonstrated that there are a numbei of dimensions of
intellectual performance not measured by standard. IQ tests. These,

in'particular, divergent thinking (with its characteristics of
fluency,/ flexibility, and foresight) and evaluative thinking. Studies
were conducted comparing students who ,were good at tests of
conVergent thinking (high IQ) and those who were good at tests of

vergent thinking (high creativity). The distinctions between the two.,,";



groups seemed to demonstrate a general personality style: one group
represented intellectual acquisitiveness and conformity (high IQ), and

other group represented intellectual inventiveness and innovation
(high creativity).

The research of Guilford and others into the structure of intel-
lectual functions should alert us to the need to consider much more
than IQ scores in identifying the intellectually gifted. It is essential
that we use multiple criteria fur identification if we are attempting to
accommodate the variety of gifts and talents manifested in a
multicultural society such as ours. Of course, procedures used to
identify the gifted will vary according to the definition of giftedness
adopted, the size and location of the school district, the available staff,
and the proposed program.

Whatever methods of identification are utilized, it is of gre
importance that gifted and talented students be identified early. At the
time of school entry, children are encouraged to conform and may hide
superior talents and work at a minimum level of efficiency and
accomplishment. For the gifted child; this actually is regreision. If not
discovered early and reinforccd, gifts and talents could become lost or
children may not develop the attitudes and motivation needed to make
full use of their abilities. Discovery of talent is a continual process that
must begin early and continue throughout a child's educational
career.

Instruments of Identification
A successful screening and identification progratn has the

following characteristics: early identification, continuing search,
involvement of various -.professionals. use of multipIe_: resource
materials, and complete information on the abilities of the gifted
student. Bef6re a screening And selection system can be imple-
mented, decisions should be made concerning the number of stn.
dents to be involved in the program, the area or areas upon which the
program will focus, and grade levels from which students will be
:selected.

The basic idea of screening is to use quick, simple procedures on
large nu rs of students osort out those potentially qualified fora

18,



special program from those who are not. The following steps in
screening are suggested: intelligence and achievement testing;
nominations by teachers. parents, peers, and !elf: creativity testing;
and identification by experts in special areas.

Group Intelligence and Achievement Testi: Group tests of
intelligenir and achievement are useful, as general screening in-
struments, particularly if both are used. They fail to identify some
gifted students. and they occasionally identify some who are not gifted,
but they provide useful information and are relatively inexpensive to
administer. When used in combination with other procedures, they are
effective screening devices. The younger the child. the less acceptable
group testsare for identification of the gifted and talented. They may .

also penalize poor readers, underachievers. and culturally
disadvantaged students (more on this later).

Teacher Nominations: Nominations by teachers is one of the most
widely used and recommended means of identification; however,
research findings indicate that teachers identify leis than half of the
gifted. There is a tendency,for teachers to choose attractive, well
behaved, high-achieving, ambitious, and conforming children. They
may overlook highly Creative children who may be unkempt,
outspoken. or not ambitious or academically inclined. The judgment
of teachers is an important part of the screening priitcess. but referrals
must be reinforced by other more objective, measures. Teacher
participation in study and observation of characteristics of the gifted
can be a valuable inservice training experience. When combined with
other screening methods t. aches judgment increases the likelihood
that certain students 'w ill i, n be overlooked. Nomination and selection
of candidates for gjfted programs should increase teacher intereit in
and .awareness of 'their educational needs. TeaCher identificition is
often 'made with the aid of checklists or rating scafis in order to
systematize the! process. Rating scales should be used with filll
awareness of ;their limitations and should not require unuspal
demands on teachers' time A widely used scale for nominating and
rating pupils is one developed by Joseph S. Rentulli and Robert K.
Hartman: ',Scale for Rating Behavioral: Characteristics of Superior
Students.',! Sample items from this scale appear in the Appendix

I
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' minritionsParentt Peers. Self. and Others: Parents, stu-
dents. and others Our have (Erma' with a studcm frc-quently have an
act mate assessment of that student's high capabilities, and their input
shotild be solicited in the %tier lion process. Parents may be able to
provide information that is not always apparent to sclux,1 persons el.
Reingnite, flown yr. that pin-miscast both umferplawnd overestimate
theiown child's ability: A vatiery of parent nomination forms exist.
The Williams Rating Scale for teachers or parents appears in the
Appendix of this fastback.

Students may also Ire asked to nominate thrumsclves. bu
em that many sit lets tend their abilities

(lively. Also, the judgment of former leachers, principals,
librarians, and other Si hoot resource personnel as well as people in the
community tanhe utilized in the identification process,

Creativity Tests: Considerable controversy surrounds the use of
tests intended to measure the creative abilities of children, because
tcalit ity is diffic nil to define and still more difficult to measure

objectisely. Creativity tests lfencrally purport to measute divergent
binkingthe development of new ideas, theories, and possibilities.
Cu-atolls measures int ludo attention to such characteristics as fluency
(number of responses produced). flexibility (shifts in thinking from
one category of thought to another), originality, and elaboration
(adding of details to a basic idea).

Judgment of Strident,' Work by Es teas: Experts in music, art,

dramatics, science, mathematics. creative writing, and other fields can
Id its the identification process by offering evaluations of the work or

creatise products of students. These experts under ttail the qualities of
complexity and originality inherent in the creative act. Involvement
with and recognition by experts may also have 'strong motivational
impact-on the-student.

Individual Intelligence Tests: It is generally accepted that if IQ tests
U; used at all, individually administered tests such as the

Stanford-Binet or Wechslerjmelligence Stale are the best. Limitations
include the time and cc/of administt al ion. lack of trained personnel
toadminister the tests, and someAll items that penaliie students with
anguage or environmental haadkaps. In any case, it is essential to



a broader sampling of abilities than simply IQ scorei in o
make an assessment of a student's qualifications for a specialprogra
for the gifted.

Cu/rurally Different Gifted: A population that has frequently been
osrriooked and excluded from gifted programs is one thatfhas been
variously termed :'cultnially different." "disadvantaged." or
'-inittot its gtoup.- Coltman> different gifted students are those who
fall outside the mainstream of society's dominant culture and may
include Native American. black, Chicano. female. rural, urban. or
handicapped students. An invaluable natural resource is being wasted-
if the gifted in thew qwcial populations remain unidentified and

Onderstimulated. Many times failure to provide for these bright
students leads to frustration and uncooperative behaviors. Separate
checklists may facilitate identification strategies for this population.A
rule of thumb commonly used in programs for the gifted and talented
is to gise the culturally different child a bleak by adding a 10-point
in:agin posible test error ono) h is or her test score, This should help
the mom able to qualify for the inugnitn,

Gil led and Talented Girls: Special attention is being paid to the
changing Tole of women in stwirty at this time, thereby highlighting
the distinctive nature of gifted girls.Asailable information seems to
suggest that gibed girls are More diffident and less intellectually
aggressise in Mutational situations than gifted boys._Girls appear to
lose interest in science and mathematics in particular as they get older,
and patents seem to encourage buys in these interest areas more than
they do girls. Such lark of encouragement in scientificareas may be the
hasn't girls choose more artistic and social service types of

pinions.
- It is possible to identify gifted and talented girls with the currently

existing measures. lwever. there steeds to be a concentrated effortto
intrease We awareness level of educatorsand parents to help eliminate'
the discrimination resulting front sei-role stereotyping in the
educational and twcupational arenas. Early identification and

:ention programs for gifted girls will help to reduce the loss of
talent potential just as in Miler culturally disadvantaged groups.

Identification of the gifted is is process involving a series of sle
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culrninating in a case study wfterrhy all information concerning a
student's unique abilities. taletiis, traits, and special educational needs
are collected. The rase study s could be cumulative and as complete ass%

ixyssible. All of the informatin garn'ered from the multiple procedures
should br oilfired for the fi al selection of participants to be enrolled
in the gifted and talented p am. Final selection should be made by a
coilinit&er furnimartt cif the building principal. resource personnel
who will direc t the gifted program, teachers. experts in specific fields.

. -and parents,



tional Approaches for
and Talented Students

programs have been developed and no one type
for all gifted students or all schools. Each school

system crust plan and implement the program best suited to its own
situation after considering the needs of its gifted and talented children
and its monetary and manpower resources. Whatever type of program

'defied. we must offer gifted children more flexibility with Mae's.
ing amounts of independent work and greater freedom and responsi-
bility in a less-structured environment than the asirage classroom To
prepare the gifted for responsible and productive roles'in a dernoaatic
society, considerAllw following broad goals:

Superior AchievementGifted and talented youngsters should
ample opportunities to realise their potential to the fullest OMNI L

possible.
SeIJDireetednessThe freedom responsibility, and capability to

manage one's time is an important ingredient of self-fulfillment and

rf ol 7flesportsibilityThe leadership capabilities
and lented pupils implies increased responsibilities to self,

home, and society.
Creative Thinking and tertrressionThis g seeks the develop.

of creativity in a rich variety of constructive ways.
Atithate AtaarrnessThis goal focuses upon the development of

feelings toward things of beauty and coratequence.



Diaergenot rietesThis
divergent thought as an aid to learning.

Pursuit of Alternative SolutionsThis focus is
patterns of thinking which seek alternate solutions to problems prior

ion. It seekt the development of a capacity for reasoning and ef.
decision making.
rudiment to IrsquiritThe dri.rlopment of a pattern of think.

ing is stressed which continually questions. probes. tests. and investi-.
Kurt.

preparation for Satisfying LeftStlile and CareerThe nerd (or a
gilled and talented person to enter into a cairn that is commensurate
with his abilities, interests, and spiritual satisfaction is understood.

Effective programming (or the gifted should take into their
emotional and social des eloptnent along with their intellectual needs.
Opportunities nerd to be prosided (or them to acquire bask skills and
explore ideas and issues earlier and 21 a faster rate than their age.rnates.
In additan. they need to satisfy their unusually high desire (or self-
fulfilInsent: to find produc lite ways of expressing their unusual mul
tiple talents and sersatiliss; pi mein- special guidance in making

and plans appropriate to their accelerated rates of personal
th and develop_ment: and to be exposed to a wide variety of learn.
per ences in and out of a frontal school setting.
distinction needs to hr mask between "provisions" and -pro-

Provisions are filleted by numerous II haols through nukh-
acceleratiffn within the regular classroom. These may be

spot:odic. uncoordinated. short' -range Mons, and a big problem is lack
infirmity. Programs. on the other hand. are directed toward the

-systematic desehipment of long-range goals that are coordinated toile-
telop the abilities and competencies of gifted pupils horn the time of
heir identification'` through their graduation.

Effonsat schooling intellectually superior students over the last 50
ors 1111 into triajortypes: enrichment, gfoupingacceleration.

and guidance. Thew provisions are not mutually exclusiii but Wire.
quently interrelated at visualind in the chart beim from the publi-

inn, Providing Pragra;n4 jar Nye Gifted and Talented by S. Kaplan
he Ventura County. California. schools.
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won the standard answer to programming
gifted children has been -enrichment." which may insults.
eaten dint-lent materials, assignrikets, and pupil protects. In
softie fates all teachers are espies- ted to provkk enrichment for Rifted
childten in heterogeneously proolcrif claws. For this to be a reality
Awe than an dilution. certain requirements must be Met:

I. it h t Lawman tear her must identify and list the sit 'Admit who
air OW.

2. Tails t knock= reaa her kr pet ilk runic War modifica-
`mini kit each height yuunguer,
Someone must have superritory responsibility for the entire
program. helping /lawman teachers in the identification poe-
ms and prosiding moneationvideas. and materials at the pro-
gram priaproes.

Individualisation of instruction for all students is of m-
iens dim has trustiest in a VA; Al lot matins' programs grated
edit( at kiwi needs ul each child lathe, than wan -average clam

formal priagrarni also evils*. bus alFiequire a variety of materials
pun kir a trimuLning learning esiviionment. It Risen the opporpm:'

is and netewics direction. gifted and talented students will usually be
apatite of indisidiulising their own inatnittion and independent

the. hack piubknis in planning entrifhinent programs for
in the regular classroom is the pratikal limitations of the

t~ttempts to work wish students of diverse talents and
lotion it the um of outside tesource people with the

;smite to prune material at a water depth. Such programs are
partkulash saluable km ileatively gibed youngsters and for Rifted
tbliidnus from culturally disadvantaged backgrounds. Perron, without
formal education who have outstanding talents and the ability to
unpile inked chiklien from their own cultural background ihould*

ought into she school progiam. Also. successful sickens such as
itilit-11$ business men atill women. and artists can add to she limited
pesience of she 'West mudents.
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imixntatit ideas, The primary goal for educating the gifted and tal-
erne& is to help them become independent learners.

Grouping
Ability grouping continues to be a controversial subject among

educators and the lay public. Questions have been raised concern-
ing the possible negative social effects of segregating either the
slow or the bright students. Opponents of ability grouping for the
gifted argue that we may be creating an intellectual elite. Proponents
of grouping suggest that such an arrangement permits gifted children
to work among peers who will serve to stimulate and challenge each
other intellectually. The debate will not be resolved in this fastback.
(For a fuller discussion of the isstie, sec Phi Deltal{appa fastback 066,
Thr PTO.% and Carr% of iihility.Grnuping.)

In a number of school districts special classes or special schools
have been established for gifted and talented students. Some of these
take the bum of partial segregation v.ith special classes for gifted stu-
dents once or.several tirnes a week. A common practice is to -main-
stream- the student four-fifths of the time in the regular class, with
special programs one -fifth of the rime. A variety of grouping schemes
is possible:

I. Cluster grouping within the heterogeneous classroom (involves
the establishment of work groups within a regular class that

-puts children of similar ability together)
2. Part-time groups that meet beicire, during, or after school or an

Saturdays (out-of-school activities based on interests or abilities
sponsored by the school or by interested parties from outside the
school)

S. Part -day special grauping of gifted students in homogeneous
classes for certain subjects or activities while in other subjects
they attend heterogeneous classes (may include resource room or
demonstration centers)

4. Special homogeneous- classes (gifted 'mix with regular students
only for nonacademic tasks: school-within-a-school-concept)

5. Sf)ecial 'school for the gifted (ability rouping carried to
reme)



me special programs fear the gifted are described below.
Talton Mountain Science Center is a private, nonprofitcorpora.

that conducts science education programs for, various school dis-
tricts throughout Connecticut. The center conducts Saturday pro.
grains for intellectually gifted students with high interest and ability
in science. The students are recommended for the program by the sur-
rounding public and private elementary and secondary schools.
Through individual study the students develop projects in the areas of
astronomy. ecology, chronobiology, meteorology, radio electronics.
and seismology. Scientists within the community help. using educa-
tional facilities in nearby university science departments. The pro-
gram also allows older gifted students to serve 0, Aides to the younger
students, (or which they receive free tuition and use of the facilities.
The program cost is $200 per student per semester, of which two-thirds
is reimbursed to the local school district by the state.

Each summer 00 high school juniors and seniors from Georgia are
chosen to spend eight weeks on the Wesleyan College campus. All
participate at stale expense in an exemplary instructional program.
.Selection for the experience is based on a teacher's nomination and ihe

t Ussion of records and recotnmendations. Final selection is made
a statewide committee after personal interviews. Instruction is in

the areas of English, modern foreign languages, mathematics,natural
ciences. social sciences, visual arts, drama, rind music. Coursecontvit

is idea-centered and stresses the integration of knowledge, Courses
offered vary according to student interest, student need, and current
attain.: No grades are given and no Of edits are awarded.

Educational Service District 114 in the state of Washington has
scheduled "Experience i in Creativity." a,series of five-day workshops
for gifted high school and junior high students from throughout the
state, Topics include poetry/fiction, visual arts, futures, drama, and
dance. instruction is by professional artists.

Resource rooms or demonstration centers are othr way of sched-
uling students into a learning environment specifically tailored to the
needs of the gifted and talented. The Cupertino (California) Extended
Learning Center, begun in 1972, has a staff of four resource teachers
and two aides who teach approximately 700 students a week. The sty-



dents are transported to the center by their minus from schools
throughout the distlict. The four teachers not only manage, flan for,
old guide the children while they are in the center but also spend half
their time working with the students' teachers its their home schools.
The students work in four basic covintlum interest centers: language
arts, social studies, mathematics, and science, Primary students rotate
through eight areas dining a four-week period. Intermediate students
select two areas in which to work for six-week periods. Parents and
other mendx:rs of the community are used as resources in the interest

centers.
District 20 Gifted Center is a program located on the campus of

Chicago State liniversity and serves 125 students per week in grades'4

to H. The program uses duet, teachers.as well as many college profes-
sors. who volunteer their time to teach specific subjects. The students
attend the program one day per week and must provide their own
transportation. The college provides advanced research facilities such
its the library, which students may use freely. This program for the
gifted is basically research- and independent study-oriented, but t. J

includes group activities that vary from day to day depending on stu-
dent ability and interests.

Spedal schools for gifted students are lesi common than special
clasSes, New York City has for many years maintained separate high
schools for students with high ability in finearts, performingarts, and
science. The six schools are: Stuyvesant, Bronx School of Science,
Brooklyn Technical High School, Hunter College High School, the
High School of Music and Art, and the High School of Performing
Arts. Hunter College Elementary School for gifted children is also
in Nest, York City.
Acceleration

.Gifted childrenjend to develop more rapidly than their age-mates,
and acceleration is one Means of providing suitable challenges for
them, offering work at a level compatible with their stage of develop-
ment rather than their chronological age. Subject matteracceleration

or grade acceleration is "vertical.'''It allows students more freedom to
progress at their own rate and, hopefully, avoid boredom and unneces-
sary repetition of materials already learned.
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Fdttcator.r do not recommend simply rushing students through the
regular currietdum at a faster rate, but suggest that acceleration be used
in conjoin lion with an emir bird curriculum. A two-year limit to accel-
etatiott is generally accepted, although the Study of Mathematically
Nyco( ions Youth (SMPY) at Johns llopkins University has reported
acceleration of up to four years. SMPY reports that all who have
skipped geodes had good personal adjustment and no appreciable aca-
demic difficulties. At eleration ran an has been practiced at all
levelsfrom kindergarten to the university. It can be a valuable ad-
jun( t to enrichment and gnawing,

Another aspect of acceleration is early admission. Early admission
programs let (ignite that readiness for learning does not occur (or all
hildren at the same age. Despite many studies suggesting its advis-

ability, most school systems still adhere to rigid admissions policies
that fix the point of scluxil entry at an arbitrarily determined citron°.
limit al age. For many years educators and the public have equated
acceleration with grade skipping. Research has indicated both teachers
and school administrators express strong opposition to acceleration of
the gifted in the belief that the gifted are better off with children of the
same age. The assumption may be erroneous in that, on the average.
the gifted and talented are better matched socially and emotionally
with able students who are-oldet,

Many secondary schools participate in advanced placement pro-
grams that allow academically talented; college -bound students to take
college-level courses during their last year of high school. Cooperating
colleges may grant credit and/or advanced standing to students who
successfully complete such courses. Research conducted at Johns Hop-
kins University in the SMPY indicates that acceleration in mathe-
mattes may he vastly preferable for highly precocious youngsters to
most types of enrichment. Some of the students skipped one or more
school grades, some entered college early, many took college courses
for credit on a parr-time basis, and many studied in special courses.
Julian Stanley, director:of SMPY, describes some of his students;

bo% skipped from sixth to eighth to tenth grades. At age 14, the
older of these entered Johns Hopkins as a full-time student at the end of
the tenth grade. He had already taken six college courses: computer sci-
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rth c in the dins 1opkins day si hoot a an A: set divvy,
et ormolus, and Emig si ion c al a local state °Hew; and two m.

c hrinisity. Also, he had earned tour.seinesterhour cosh's In talc u.
Ins and la in physic. h muting well on Adt allied Placement Program
Examinailons.

RI may tun he the best c muse for every gifted child and
should not be applied automatically. The must Ix. consideration for
misatisfac tory home 'situatins. oblems of motivation, and general
emotional adjustment.

Any special programming efforts' fot 'gifted and talented students
must always overcome thc egalital ian view that equality means giving
the identical program to all children. regardless of their background
or level of development. Diffeleutiated curriculum and individualited
educational plans may 50111111111VS Ix, construed as -special privileges
(or special people.-
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The Role of Parents and Community Resourm
Education of the Gifted

'Parents ran and do contribute much to the education e gifted
and talented in both formal and informal ways. The att of out-
standing intellectual and creative talents may be nurtured and slim
laced or stifled and repressed. depending upon the atmosphere in
which the child is reared. Parents are a primary force in their child's
education. Their participation is important in the areas of motivation,
reinforcement. and enrichment.

Research on adults with outstanding accomplishments has re-
ed similar parental influences: Their abilities were noted when

they were quite young: their talents were nourished and encouraged.
Family expectancy and example also influence children's achievement
both'in and out of school. Important features in the atmosphere of the
home associated with high achievement are; the provision'of a Warm
and accepting relationship with others: social contact smith other
families to provide opportunities for interaction with children of
varied ages and abilities; stimulation of curiosity'ihroughineaningful
contacts with cultural, natural, and social aspects of the world; early
oppoqurlities to develop responsibility for citizenship; provision for
time alone for quiet reflection; encouragement of independence and
interest in solving problems by challenging the child to think; train
ing for responSibility in decision making with family situations; and
rtvolving the gifted child in community events to challenge his or her

energies, talents, and intelligence.
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Using community resources for a gifted program cat) compensate

to some extent for the lack of school funds for special resources and-
equipment. It has been lamented that community personnel resources
are not more widely used lo augment and supplement an educational
program that they support with their tax dollars. People involved in
the arts. science. humanities. business. industry. and the profession; in
a community have an interest in sharing their knowledge, skills, and
vision of the future, with young people.

The gifted and talented frequently need special help with career
decisions. This help can best be obtained by direct contact with people
in a career. if the school is willing to allow time for this experience,
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What Teacher Preparation Is Needed?

The tea( her is undoubtedly the key to effective programs for ifted
and talented students. Sottessful programs have demonstrated that
special prenatal, if m for teachers is mondani' y, Teat hers who have such
preparation tend to he sympathetic toward these students and to pro-
vide them with appropriate learning (immunities,

Research indicates that teacher* with no special background
uninterested in and even hostile toward the gifted. Studies have shown
that direct experience with students in programs for the gifted and
participation in inservice programs produce more favorable attitudes
in teachers toward both gifted children and their special programs. A
change in teat her attitude has been reported alter just one introductory
course on the gifted child that included historical background, empir-
ical findings, identification techniques, and intervention programs.
Even when teachers of the gifted were cacao ill selected to represent the
highest level of professional competency. their teaching performance
could hr significantly improved through inservice study. Desirable
changes in the quality of learning. communication. subject matter
content, and diversity of classroom experiences resulted, Other benefits
reported by teachers after inservice study have included improved
teaching skills. knowledge of ciect matter, and appreeiation of the
needs of the gifted.

Probably the most widely recognized training programs for educat-
ing the gifted are those sponsored by the National/State Leadership
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What Do Effective Programs
the Gifted and Talented Cost?

T'hr introdiic tddrdt and maimenarrcr ol any special pwitram kn- the
'titled and talented will retail tonne Calla tints. These tint% hate been
magnified by icasons antagonistic to such proorrams, while those sup
lionise thr idea trklittlititt that ions air not high when compami
with the stem of either teed lit programs. A +limey completed in 1970
intik awl that spec ial programs for the gifted chilcianst hit than $100
tier (him over the average rwrptirril Pirprmlitstrr.

per rat financing required for programs for gifted and talented
tttdients twill depend on the edtmational resources that rurrently exist
and on the kind of program tha I anticipated, School iymernt that
already' include a contrite ve pupil testing program, well.,
equipped library facilities and abundant supplementaly learning
irtaterials, an effective guidance and counseling program, and teach'
en informed and eager to Individualise instructional procedures'will
require let est& funding. If the anticipated prognim calls (or gifted
students to be plated in separate classes or even buildings, costs Would
be considerably greater, The costs (or individual assessment of chit.
dim to determine eligibility is a legitimate charge in establishing a
program for the gifted. If a consultant works with teachers in the inter.
est GI the gifted. often there is 10:spillover effect soother students from
the improved attitudes and procedures of the teachers who have panic.

at training pi:warns. Six cost areas need to be con.
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Scale for Ra S Behavioral Characteristics
o uperior Student.,

ebyjoseph S. Renrulli and Robert K..Hartman
(Sample items from this scale are reprinted below

with the permission of the authors.)

Date Grade
A

Teacher or person completing this form
Haw long have you known this child? Months

Directions.. These scales are designed to obtain teacher estimates of a suident's
6:1ra-orris:les in the areas of learning, motivation, creativity; and leadership.
Thei terns are derived from the research literature deal i-ng with characteristics of
gifted and creative persons.. It should be pointed out that a considerable amount
of individual difference can be found within this population, and therefore, the
profiles are likely to vary a great deal. Each item in the smiles should be con- .
idered separately and Should reflect the degree to which you have obserVed the_reflect

presence or absence of each 'characteristic. Since the foist dimensions of the
instrument represent relatively different sets of behaviors, the scores obtained
from the separate scales should not be summed to yield a total seore.Please read
the statements carefully and pike an X in the appropriate place according to
the following scale of valves. ,

If you have seldwn or never observed this characteristic.

.2. if you hive observed this characteristic occasionally.

3. If. cou have observed this characteristic to a considerable degrt

4. If you have obierved this characteristic almost °HQ/ the,tkne.

Space has been proiided following each item for your csimments.

Scoring. pSearate scores for each of the three dimensions may be obtained as
folloWs:

Add the.total number of X's in each column to obtain the "Column Total."

MUltiply the Column Total by the -Weight" for each column to obtain the
"Weighied.Column Total."

Sum the -Weighted Column Totals across o obtain the
dimertiion of the scale.

Foler the Scores below.

Learning Characteristics .... . .

Motivational Charicteristics

Creativity Characteristics . . . ... . ..

Leadership Characteristics .............. .......

4 42



:PART li'LEARNINO HARA6TERISTI

Ilas unusually advanced vocabulary for age or grade level;
uses terms in a meaningful way; has'verbal behavior char-
acterized by "richness" of expression, elaboration, and
fluency.

2. Has quick mastery and recall of factual information..

3. Has rapid insight into cause-effect relationships; tries to
discover the how and why of things; asks many provocative
questions (as distinct from information or factual ques-
tions): wants m know what makes things (or people)
"tick."

4. Has a ready graspof underlying principles and can quickly
make valid generalizations about events, people, or things;
looks for similarities and differences in events, people, and
things.

3. Reads a great deal on his own; usually prefers adult-level
books; does not avoid difficult material; may show a prefer-
ence for biography. autobiography, encyclopedias, and
atlases.

Column Total
Weight

Weighted Column Total
TOTAL

2 4

2 4



PART IL MOTIVATIONALlCIIARACTERl STIC4

times ahsot bed and truly involved (main topics or
problems; is persistent in seeking task completion. (It is

climes difficult to get biin- fe, move on to another topic.)

2. Strives toward perfection: is self-critical; is not easily satin
isfied with his own speed or products.

is interested in many -adult" problems such a% religion.
politics. wet, racemore than usual for age level.

4. Often is self-assertive (sometimes even aggressive); stub,
born in his beliefs.

5. is quite concerned with right and wrong, good and bad;
often evaluates and passes judgment on events. people, and
things.

Column Total
Weight

Weighted Column Total
TOTAL

4

2 3 4



PART HI: CREATIVITY CHARACTERISTICS

I. Displays a great deal of curiosity bout many things: is
constantly asking questions about anything and every-

,thing.

2. Is a high-risk taker; is adventurous and speculative.

3. Displays a kern sense of humor and sees humor in situa-
tions that may not appear to be humorous to others.

4. Is sensitive to beauty; attitbds to aesthetic characteristics
of things.

5: Criticizes constructively; is unwilling to accept authori-
tarian pronouncements without critical examination.

Column Total
Weight

Weighted Column Total
TOTAL



PART Ir. LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS

Carr rries responsibility well': can be counted on to do what
he has promised and usually does it well.

2. IS wit-confident with children his own age as well as
adults; seems condonable when asked to show his work
to the class.

Can express binned well; has good verbal facility and is
usually well understood. ,

la

4. Tends to dominate others when they are around; getter-
ally directs the activity in which he is involved.

5. Participates in most social activities connected with the
'school; can be counted on to be there if anyone is.

Column Total
Weight

Weighted Column Total
TOTAL

45



The Williams Scale
C by Frank Williams.

ringed by permission of the author.

A teacher-parent observational scale for rating thinking and feeling
characteristics of potentially gifted and talented stydents (children)`

Name
School Age

Years :Months

Date Grade

Teacher or person completing this scale
How long have you known this,student?

Directions for Use of the Scale. There are eight (8) observational factors upon
which this scale is based. Under each you will find six (6) characteriities for
observing a student's behavior within the factor. These aresperifiFivays to look
at students who may be gifted and creative. Consider all six characteristics and
check as many as apply to your observations of the studeqt. Check the charac-
teristics in this way:

Double check (,1 those-items under each of the eight factors if the
lint- is observed most of the time to a considerable degree.

Single check those items under each of the eight factors if the char
tic is observed only occasionally.

Do not check (leave blank) any item under each of the eight factors if the
rharacteristic is seldom or never observed.

1. The student is a FLUENT thinker:

The student who thinks of a number of answers when a quesli
asked.

_The student who draws several pictures when asked to only draw one.
The student who usually has several ideas about something instead of

only one.

The student who asks many questions..

The student who uses a large number of words when expressing hi
self or herself,

The student who is he fastest worker in the class, who produces more
than others do.

This male has been researched and designed using the eight factors of the Williams
gnitiveAffectise Interaction Model of student behaviors taken, from his TOTAL

:HEAT /t'/T1' PROGRAM kit. Educational Technology Publications. Inc. 140 Sylvan
Ave.. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632,



2. The student is a FLEXIBLE thinker
The student who thinks of various way s io use n object other than its

common use.

The student who has different interpretations of a picture, story, poem..
or problem.

The student who can apply a principle or concept in subjects other than
the one in which it was introduced.

The student who shifts and can take another point of view or considers
situations differently from others.

The student who will have a variety of ideas withnut sticking to only
one.

The student ho thinks of a number of different possibilities for solving
a problem.

3. The student is an ORIGINAL thinker:

_The student who likes objects in a room placed off-side or prefers asym.
minty in drawings and designs.

The student who is dissatisfied with the common answer and instead
seeks a fresh approach.

_The student who is a nonconformist and cannot help being different by
having a new twist in thinking about things.

_The student who enjoys the unusual and dislikes doing things the way
everyone else does them.

_The student who, after reading or listening to a problem.
inventing a new solution.

The student who will question the old way and try to figure out a new
way.

1. The student is an ELABORATIVE thinker:

The student who will add lines, color, and details to his or
dent's drawing.

The student who senses a deeper meaning o an answer or
producing more detailed steps.

The student who takes off with someone else's idea and changes
adds on to it.

The student who will want
ideas of others.

_ up" or errtbellish upon the work or



-3-he student who is not interns din things that are min and
to add details to make them more beautiful oe.etriting.

The student who senses something lacking in his or her productions or
creations and adds cat details to impluse dwsn.

tudent is CURIOUS and INQUISITIVE by name-.

_The student who questions everything and everyone.

_The student who loves to explore mechanical things.

The student who is constantly searching for new ways or new ideas.
The student who corn n ual ly explores books, games. maps, pictures.etc.

The student who needs no real push to explore somedf_ nfamiliar
and exploration is a natural part of his or her behavior.

.-The student who is sensitise to problems and alert to details that pro.
duce possible 'dilutions.

orient is IMAGINATIVE and can visualize or dream about things that
er happened to him or her:

The student who likes to tell stories about places he or she hat never
been.

The student who can predict what someone he has said or done
out est"r knowing that prison.

The student who dreams about things without ry
s

.--The student who likes to imagine things he has never seen.

The student who ran see things in a picture or drawing that no one else
has seen.

The student who can wttudet about something that has never Is

ig the room/

7. The student is COMPLEX
tasks:

The student svho becomes intrigued with intriratcor iplicated tu
scions.

The student who likes to delve into the most insolved task.

The student who wants to figute things out for himsel' or tinsel( with
out help.

. The student who enjoys things harder to do than others.

The student who thrives on trying again and again in order to gain

and likes to tackle diff troll ptoble

success,

4
49



trityrzwes:

The set_

think.

differ

OUSand a RI

his or

The student w ho will set high go
afraid of trying k (rah them.
The student whir will an to a n

The student who really likes uyin
influenced by his or her friends.

The student who is nor concerns
(rakers. or parents.

The uudeM who prefers to take is rh
take him or her.

Following are 4

fry to empress your reactions shout a sit
in your own words. Make your sus

co think this student is or may heft'
11 yes. why?

II nu, why nut?

Do you think this student is treatise?
If yes. report briefly what he or she doe

u expert from a school prowl

Id you like accomplisher
n a program for ihr gifted and miens

50
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